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YOUR GENEROSITY PROVIDES HOPE & COMPASSION

In memory of
Sister Rita Ferschweiler
(March 16, 1918 – April 25, 2020)

Sister Rita Ferschweiler passed away earlier this year and is well known throughout Providence as a visionary and compassionate leader. A nurse by profession, she worked throughout Providence including Alaska, Washington, and Oregon, taking the helm in Portland during one of the most turbulent and controversial projects: building the new St. Vincent Hospital.

In tribute to her many accomplishments and exemplary efforts, the Sister Rita Patient Assistance fund was established in 1993 with the purpose to provide support to patients in need.

Since its creation, donations to this fund are used to help with critical needs, especially during discharge, and the support has helped families with food insecurity obtain meals, provided transportation, provided clothing, and even tents and shelter for the homeless.

Every year, the Sister Rita Patient Assistance fund has provided critical funding for the poor and vulnerable, distributing to those who need it most. In recognition of the important role she played, we are dedicating this year’s Christmas in the Forest’s Fund-a-Need to raise dollars in support of those in need. This fund will provide food, clothing, housing, and transportation support to those who need it most.

If you wish to support our Sister Rita Patient Assistance fund, please contact the Foundation office at 360-493-7981 or visit our website at www.providence.org/giving
Operation Anniversary Rendezvous
News of a 50th wedding anniversary sent the caregivers at MJCC into action. The couple wished to share a simple dinner together. A difficult task through a window visit or a Facetime call. A plan was quickly devised to set up an eating arrangement using the emergency exit doors and a folding table and chair to create the perfect dining area that complied with the social distancing guidelines. The magic came with staff chipping in to make the space special with a fancy tablecloth, flowers, china setting and a special dessert. Truly a night to remember.

Family Connections
From video to window chats family members and residents are staying connected. Caregivers assist the residents with setting up phone call appointments and video chats through various platforms, including Facetime, Duo and Zoom. In person window visits are also coordinated using in-house phones and positioning the patient behind a window providing for a safe face-to-face visit.

Fun Times
To offer fun and excitement in the lives of our residents, caregivers have thoughtfully put together unique and fun-filled ways to celebrate national holidays and special days. Residents and caregivers received Hershey’s Candy Kisses on International Kissing day, Kellogg’s Nutri-Grain Blueberry Bars for national Blueberry Month, a patriotic button and history review for Independence Day, popcorn Fridays and Hallway Bingo – while social distancing all players.

If you wish to support our Mother Joseph Care Center fund, please contact the Foundation office at 360-493-7981 or visit our website at www.providence.org/giving
Projects that have received funding include landfill waste reduction, energy and water conservation, and reducing exposure to toxic chemicals. Thanks to the generosity of others, this fund will help us realize our vision of environmental justice and stewardship.

“We have an ambitious goal of attaining carbon negativity by 2030” says Geoff Glass, senior manager for energy and sustainability, Providence St. Joseph Health. “This fund will play a pivotal role in providing funding needed to fulfill this vision.”

“And we hope to inspire others to follow, adopting stewardship practices that protect our environment.”

Southwest Washington Environmental Stewardship Fund

The Environmental Stewardship fund, created in 2019, provides funding for projects that protect our environment, public health, and fosters community resilience in Southwest Washington.

Over the last 14 years, Providence St. Peter Hospital has reduced water consumption by 58 percent saving over $2.5 million.

Updated two operating rooms with occupancy sensor technology for the HVAC system resulting in a 25,000 kWh energy savings and $2,000 cost savings, and an additional 2,460 therm energy savings and $2,091 cost savings.

Installed LED lighting and LED surgical lighting in the operating suites and introduced natural day lighting into the Sterile Core. LED’s are more energy efficient and can decrease energy use by over 40%. The lifespan of a LED is about 10-15 years, lasting approximately 30 times longer than halogen lights.

Installed energy-efficient solar panels on the Sunshine House.

Promoting ride share and alternative transportation options to employees.

Since 2008, Providence St. Peter Hospital has been a member of Practice Greenhealth and has won several Environmental Excellence Awards and Partner for Change Awards.

If you wish to support our Environmental Stewardship fund, please contact the Foundation office at 360-493-7981 or visit our website at www.providence.org/giving.
While the foundation staff and leadership were consolidated into one team serving both foundations more than five years ago, the boards and legal structure remained separate. The vote to consolidate the foundations came after more than a year of careful evaluation, with the focus on a future that will provide the most efficient and effective impact on the health care needs of the communities we serve.

In the Hopes and Aspirations document created by the Sisters of Providence to outline their intentions for our ministries going forward, the following guidance has helped inform this decision:

“As transportation and communication bring us closer together, we hope Providence Ministries will embrace a spirit of collaboration, not competition, in service of the Mission. Stewardship of the resources of Providence, our communities, and our society require that we work with others to find new ways to advocate more effectively for the poor and to meet their needs and avoid wasteful duplication. We expect Providence Ministries to search for new ways to carry out the Mission, honoring Providence tradition, but not letting past practice constrict the vision of what is best for the future.”

The 33 directors of both boards will join as one to ensure appropriate representation of our five-county service area. Funding allocation formulas to all five local ministries will remain intact and existing and future donations will be restricted precisely as desired by the donor.

As Providence continues to seek efficiencies and opportunities to improve alignment, collaboration and efficiencies to maximize benefit to the populations we serve, the need to combine the two entities became clear. Over time, this will allow reduction of administrative costs and provide a platform for a united effort to address the greatest needs of the communities we serve to impact lasting improvement in the health and wellness of our residents.

If you would like any more information, please contact Chief Philanthropy Officer Peter Brennan at peter.brennan@providence.org or by phone at 360.493.7980.
Like so many other events we know and love, this year's Christmas in the Forest is going virtual. That just means we are bringing the Forest to you. Make plans to visit www.provforest.org after Thanksgiving, where you'll have a chance to view the beautifully designed trees and wreaths in our virtual public viewing. Between Friday, November 27 and Friday, December 4, you'll have the chance to bid on uniquely decorated and themed 2’ mini-trees, plus some other special items from supporters of the Foundation.

We are grateful to this year's Platinum sponsor – Starbucks, plus the many other sponsors who step forward year after year to support the Mission of Providence.

While we look forward to bringing you a virtual event this year, we can't wait until we can gather together in person again!

Thank you to this year's Christmas in the Forest sponsors:

PLATINUM SPONSOR

MAJOR SPONSORS

MEDIA SPONSORS

WREATH SPONSORS

IN-KIND SPONSORS

PREMIUM TREE SPONSORS

MINI-TREE SILENT AUCTION SPONSOR

Olympia Federal Savings

AFFINITY TREE SPONSOR

The Stars Foundation of Thurston County

7.5' PRE SOLD TREE SPONSORS

Acme Fuel

COLDWELL BANKER

EVERGREEN OLYMPIC REALTY, INC.

FROST & COMPANY, PLLC

Olympic Moving & Storage

Pardiman Productions

Reliable Electric

Gastroenterology Associates

Olympia Emergency Services, PLLC

Olympic Dermatology & Laser Clinic

Collaboration of Local Veterinary Clinics

Port Blakely

Olympia Federal Savings

Olympic Moving & Storage

The Rants Group

Panorama Office of Philanthropy

Thank you for generously supporting this year's Christmas in the Forest Fund A Need cause, the Sister Rita Patient Assistance Fund. This fund provides direct support for those with transportation, medical equipment and social service needs to transition from the hospital to home, where they can continue healing without the added burden of these financial barriers.

Thank you for your generous support!

For more information on Christmas in the Forest, please contact the Foundation office at 360-493-7981 or visit our website at www.provforest.org
2019 Providence St. Peter Foundation

Donor Impact Report

In 2019, Providence St. Peter Foundation donors provided over $4 million in funding for mission driven programs and services, building healthier communities and continuing our more than 100-year tradition of serving the poor and vulnerable. Every gift makes a profound impact, from new equipment and services for patient care, to providing compassionate programs that tend to a patient’s heart and soul, your generosity and compassion has helped inspire hope, health and healing.

Dental Residency Program at Neighborcare Health Dental at Providence St. Peter Hospital received a full year program clinic support.

Providence Sexual Assault and Child Maltreatment Center received program support, Monarch therapy, trauma bags, and weighted comfort blankets.

Providence SoundHomeCare and Hospice received equipment, SoundCare Kids program support, and Respite and Comfort Care for families and patients in need.

Providence Animal Assisted Activities & Therapy (PAAAT) received a full year of program support.
Providence Community Care Center received equipment and program support.

Providence Mother Joseph Care Center received equipment and services upgrades.

Providence Regional Cancer System received support for sexual assault, cancer integrated therapies, Cancer Survivorship Celebration, and advanced care planning.

Providence St. Peter Hospital and Providence Medical Group received patient care equipment and caregiver continuing education and nursing scholarships.

Sunshine House received facility upgrades.

No One Dies Alone (NODA) received a full year of program support.

Providence Community Care Center received equipment and program support.
Providence St. Peter Foundation and Providence Health Care Foundation’s Legacy Club recognizes those who have made provisions in their estate plans, continuing the commitment to care for others, especially the poor and vulnerable. Estate gifts enable us to plan for the future, offering hope and compassion by providing quality health care. Together, we celebrate Mother Joseph’s legacy by caring for others today and for future generations.

Members of our Legacy Club will receive:
- a Legacy lapel pin;
- recognition on our donor wall
- a Cornerstone Newsletter, special estate-related mailings, invitations, and our stewardship reports

If you are considering including a gift to Providence in your will or want additional information, please contact us at 360-493-7981 or ProvStPeterFoundation@providence.org.

Legacy Club Members

Anonymous
Bonita J. Bourgault
Peter and Kelsey Brennan
Marite M. Butners
Medrice M. Coluccio
Diane M. Coulter
Dixie L. Doughty
Dr. Thomas and Suzanne Fell
Virginia Frost
Judy and Stephen Henderson
Betty J. Hutt
Catherine W. Koziar
Dr. Jim Kruidenier and Susan Bryant
Mardel Lovely
Phyllis J. Mandel
Inge Marcus
Dr. James and Kathy McDowell
Dr. Michael and Christine Murphy
Linda and David Newsome
Mary C. O’Leary
Rick and Pam Panowicz
Vera Lalie Price
Nancy J. Riordan
Joe Sidorski
Dr. Britt and Lorna Smith
Karen J. Stay
Feodora C. Stedman
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Donors who gave $100 or more in 2019. Donors marked with an * belong to the Providence Society. Providence Society members are donors who contributed $1,000 or more during the year.
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  * Sue Cook  
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  Ralph and Joyce Daniels  
  * Winfried and Kim Danke
Wm. Dennis and Karen Hogan
* Dr. Katherine Hogg and Bruce Baker
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Jennifer and Jeremiah Holmes
* Lora J. Holt
Rose Keeler Hosford
Kathy Houston
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Judith H. Howard
Linda C. Howerton
* Doug and Ann Howie
Christa Huddleston
* Lisa C. Hudson
Elizabeth M. Hughes
Carol A. Huntley
* Katie and John Hurley
* Betty J. Hutt
IBM Corporation Matching Grants Program
* Russell and Caron Igoe
ILWU Local 23
C. J. and Dianna Ingle
* Dr. Annie Iriye and Steve Pogge
* Dr. Nicole Jackson and Joey Killeen
Shalini M. Jacob, M.D.
* Bill Jacobs
James and Margaret Jahnsen
* Michelle and Joel James
Jay A. Goldstein Law Office, P.L.L.C.
Jane M. Jenkins
Andrea M. Jensen
Daryl and Judy Jensen
* Tamara Jerome
Colleen Johnson
* Louisa and Don Johnson
* Jeff Johnson
Karen Irene Johnson
Larry Johnson
Margaretta S. Johnson
Jon and Susan Jones
Lawrence and Barrie Jones
Masaharu and Deborah Jones
* A. C. and Velma Jordan
* Teresa M. Jordan
Joy songs Victorian Carolers
* Marty and Heidi Juergens
* Kaiser Permanente
Molly Kalomiris
Khosrow and Bessie Kashani
* Kaufman Construction & Development, Inc.
Sheri and Dan Keahey
Mark Kearns
Roxana Kemp
Denise Kennelly
William and Barbara Kennett
Philip and Joanne Kerrigan
* Craig and Amee Kiefer
* Claudia A. Kiesling
Jack and Mary Gene Kiley
* Drs. Sung-Won Kim and Meghan Duffie
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Eriecka S. King
Vonnie King
Lesley A. Kinzner
Johnathon R. Kirk
Charles and Nancy Kizziar
James and Sandra Klein
Bob and Geri Knight
Dr. Mitchell and Bonnie Kok
Richard J. Komorowski
Reverend Jill Komura and Debbie Leung
* Kasia Konieczny
* Dr. Jon and Karen Kooiker
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* KPMG, L.L.P.
* Mike Krake
Kristine S. Harrison, Psy.D., P.S.
* Dr. Richard and Darla Krug
* Dr. Jim Kruidenier and Susan Bryant
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Kelly Kukas and Dan Warner
Jackie Gail Kure
* Dr. George and Linda Lamb
Jamie K. Lambert
* Paul Lambert
Malika Lamont
Craig and Bonnie Landes
Fred Landez
Jill M. Landry
Mary Lane
* Shaena Langley
* John P. Lanning
Bill Lantzy
Janet E. Larios
* Morgan and Mary Jo Lavin
Patricia Lazar
* Dr. Barbara Lazio and Matt Scher
Milton and Mary Lou Lebsack
Shanna N. Leffler
Linda E. Lenssen
Daun Lenz
Ed and Sylvia LeRiche
Dennis and Linda Leuthauser
Dannie and Patricia Lewallen
* Janet A. Lewis
Patrick and Sandy Libbey
Russell M. Lidman
Karen M. Lindsey and Milton Swecker
Lisa Lindsey and Daniel Brock
Drs. Susan Links and Tim Phillips
Ed and Vonnie King
Laurie A. Lippincott
Michael E. Litt
* John and Carol Litten
Little Paws Boarding, Inc.
* Lenna and Andrew Lizberg
* Joelle M. Lloyd
Chaplain Karen Lohmann
Pam and Mark Long
Beverly B. Lord
Dr. Eileen J. Lorenz
* Dr. Michael and Monica Lorich
Jonathan L. Losee
Lossing Construction, L.L.C.
* LOTT Clean Water Alliance
Maggie Lott
* Bob and Mardel Lovely
Frank Lowder
Ruth Lowder
Fallen Luciano
* Lucky Eagle Casino & Hotel
Bob and Becky Luehmann
James J. Lux, Jr.
Teresa A. Lynch
Dr. Frederic and Laurie MacInnes
Justin M. Macinnis
* Douglas B. Mack
M. Heather MacMaster
Gail Madden
Lois Mahanes
Irene and Bill Mahler
Jessica Maise
* Angela and Craig Maki
Janie Maki
* Rita L. Mallory
Karen and Richard Malloy
Sharon L. Manahan
* Phyllis J. Mandel
Claude S. Manjo
* Inge Marcus
Kacie L. Marich
David B. Markwald
Denise and Jeff Marroni
John and Carrie Martin
* John and Victoria Martin
* Josh and Sarah Martin
Kathy R. Martin
Molly A. Martin
MJ and Albert Martinovich
Donald and Sulynn Masek
Dr. Cole and Holly Mason
Gail M. Massey
Jean Massoth
* Dr. Michael and Marybeth Matlock
Lisa and Michael Matson
LeeAnn Matthews
Angela L. Maxwell
Ed and Yoshiye Mayeda
Priscilla A. Mayo
* Richard and Deborah McAlister
Patricia L. McAlpine
Daniel and Lynnette McCarty
Jen and John McCauley
Dr. James and Kathy McDowell
* Dr. R. Trent and Mandi McKay
* McKinney's Appliance Center, Inc.
* MED-ED
Pamela and Michael Medeiros
Mended Hearts of Thurston County, Chapter 130
* Dr. Michael and Sandra Merchant
Dick Merchant
Vic Merolla
* Drs. Ben and Sarah Merrifield
Heidi M. Merriman-Davis
Cheryl S. Meyer
Carol L. Middleton
* Rick and Ellen Middleton
Mikar, Inc.
Fred and Marilyn Smith
Dr. Kendra Smith and Dr. Allen Millard III
* Kimberley D. Smith
Penny Smith
* Drs. Ronald Smith and Deborah Hall
* Drs. Scott and Sheila Smitherman
* Stuart L. Smythe
Tamara J. Snell
James and Nancy Snodgrass
Bettie E. Snoey
John L. Sodergren
Nicole and Bobby Sorger
* South Bay Veterinary Hospital
* South Sound Behavioral Hospital
* South Sound Family Dentistry, P.L.L.C.
* South Sound Radiology, Inc. P.S.
* South Sound Veterinary Hospital
* South Sound Radiology, Inc. P.S.
* The Stars Foundation of Thurston County
Laura E. Staubitz
* Karen J. Stay
Steamboat Animal Hospital
Elaine M. Steinbrink
Max and Judy Steinke
Renate A. Stephen
Charlie Stephens
* Rachel M. Stepner
Connie and Patrick Storedahl
John and Mildred Storment
Donald and Susan Stout
* Gloria and Skip Strait
Judge Rick and Marcia Strohman
Audrey L. Stroud
Jarrett W. Stutler
Jennifer L. Suess
* Scott and Stephanie Tibbits
Jennifer L. Swales
Kathleen A. Swain
* Liz Swan
M. Yonne Thomas
Patricia and Dave Thompson
* Dr. Scott and Stephanie Tibbits
Raymond L. Tiffany
* Fred and Cherese Timmer
Heidi and Lane Tittle
Ted and Leila Todorovich
Kathryne M. Tolles
Brandy O. Totman
* Toyota of Olympia
Thuy Tran and An Khac
O’ling Tsang
Peggy B. Tucker
Toivo and Elna Tunturi
Margaret E. Turner
* Bob and Rosi Ullerich
United Methodist Women
* Doug and Nicky Upson
Ron and Karla Urdahl
* Valley View Health Center
* Dr. Gregg and Lynette VandeKieft
Larry and Kathy Vanderhoef
* Joy Vanderwerff
Amelia Q. Velasco
Tammy Ventura
Dr. Donald and Christina Volkmann
* W. Second Growth Foundation
Drs. Romil Wadhawan and
Bhawan Gupta
* Drs. Mark and Kathy Wagner
* Cheryl Waitkevich and Robert Jorgensen
Joyce Walburn
Darrell Walker
Holly Wallace
* Dorothy and John Walsh
Jana Walters
Shirley L. Ward
Wendy E. Ware
* Sally and John Warrjone
* Patricia L. Warnick
Washington Business Bank
Washington State Combined Fund Drive
Mark and Jennifer Wasson
Wednesday OA Group #45000
Paul and Rene Wee
* Judy Weigand
* Janis Rae Weiks
Rosa J. Welch
Amy and Robert Wells
Elizabeth J. Wells
Richard and Mary Wndt
Norma J. Wharton
Richard T. Wheeler
Richard C. White
Kathy and Doug Whitlock
Jubilee Whitman
Becky Whittle
Dan Wilder
Char and Bob Wildes
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Ann and Barron Willis III
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As we live in unprecedented times where life seems so incredibly different, please remember that a gift from your IRA, appreciated stock, or creating a charitable gift annuity are a great way to support the work of the Foundation you care most about.

Learn More About the Benefits of a Planned Gift

For more information, please visit us at www.pspflegacy.org